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the entire film takes place at the magic kingdom. the film begins with the main characters meeting
pinocchio after the fox and cat running into him while searching for their owner, geppetto. pinocchio
tells the three that he's looking for his father, geppetto, and that he's been turned into a donkey by
the wicked fairy who made him. he says he has no idea how to get home, as he is warned by the fox

and cat not to leave the park. geppetto informs them that he will pay them to take him home, but
they refuse, saying that he will pay them to take him to the italian town of pleasure island, which is

where they're headed to. after they leave, the fox and cat tell pinocchio that they can no longer
remember what their owner looked like, and pinocchio tells them to search the crowds for him. after
they search, the fox and cat see geppetto and give pinocchio an old map, telling him that they will

return for him later. pinocchio takes the map and leaves the park with the fox and cat. the film then
fades to the opening scene. pinocchio, little boy blue, and old man kangaroo are on a tour of the
magic kingdom with geppetto, the fox, and the cat. pinocchio is quickly mesmerized by mickey

mouse, who introduces himself to them and says he is waiting for his father, who geppetto promised
to bring to the park. pinocchio listens to the show, where mickey and the rest of the cast sing a tune
to welcome the guests and give them directions to their favorite rides. after the show, the cast tells

pinocchio and the fox and cat where they are going. they walk to pleasure island and meet a
carousel driver, who takes them to a diner where they meet the three dwarf brothers.
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In this crossover comic story, Mickey Mouse, stranded at sea, sees an island in the distance and
manages to swim there. He soon discovers that the island is none other than Pleasure Island. The
Coachman's fair has fallen into disrepair, some parts of the island having even reverted to a wild
jungle; Mickey comments that it seems to have been abandoned for years (confirming that the

Coachman did get his comeuppance at some point after the original movie). Mickey faces Maleficent
on the island, but the witch is destroyed as the Nothing (a magic phenomenon of unknown origins

which provides the main conflict for the story) eats up the whole island. Mickey is saved in extremeis
by Dumbo as the last parts of the cursed island fall into oblivion. Pleasure Island Background

information Feature films Pinocchio Geppetto Pinocchio (2022) Shows Once Upon a Time Video
games Pinocchio Kingdom Hearts 3D: Dream Drop Distance Park attractions Pinocchio's Daring

Journey Designer Dick Kelsey Other information Location Island near the Village Owners The
Coachman Inhabitants The Coachman, his assistants Visitors Pinocchio, Jiminy Cricket, Lampwick,
Alexander, other bad boys Status Presumably still standing Source Sailing on the Jefferson Island
features fun and exciting activities and excursions, combining adventure, history, and the natural

beauty of our unique coastal destinations. Jefferson Island is the only sailing tour operator that offers
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boat-based adventures to each of the ports visited. We supply all equipment needed onshore to truly
complete a vacation experience. The islands visited include the following: Key West, FL Reef Bay, St.
Thomas Tortola, British Virgin Islands The Berry Islands, New Providence, Bahamas Bahamas Islands,

Bahamas San Juan, Puerto Rico Ambergris Caye, Belize Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands Cozumel,
Mexico Antigua, British Virgin Islands Trinidad & Tobago, Trinidad & Tobago St. Maarten, Netherlands

St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands Bar Harbor, Maine, US 5ec8ef588b
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